Student Success

Quality Programs and Services
- AA-T and AS-T Degrees - 22 AA-T and AS-T Degrees developed
- Establish a timeline for SB440 - Process plan for TMC to state approval and submission to AACJC
- Establish templates for degree pathways - Degreeworks Template Team
- Update Academic Affairs Ed Plan - In process

Facilities, Infrastructure, Technology
- Assess CDC technology and facility needs - In progress
- Integrate CDC plans with campus facilities planning processes - In progress

Integration
- Integrate Academic Support Initiatives - 'Big Tent' Plan and Title V
- Increase cooperative efforts with Student Affairs - Registration Event, Dual Enrollment, Summer Bridge, grants

Professional Development
Faculty Chairs/Directors and Administrators
- FCDC Academy - First annual Summer Chair Academy
- ADMIN 101 Handbook - In progress
- Revise Chair Handbook - In progress
- Revise Faculty Handbook - In progress

Evaluation Process
• ‘Best practices’ across disciplines - *Evaluation best practices shared at FCDC*
• Adjunct Evaluations – inclusion of SLO Narrative and Assessment - *Added Narrative to all adjunct evals*
• Evaluation Debrief and Planning - *Ongoing through FCDC and EAC*

**Developing Educational Partners**

• Dual Enrollment - *Established process and ran pilot programs with Paramount Academy and ROC*
• CAPP Grant – *First year planning process for CAPP Grant*
• Pilot Expanded Services – *Delano High Schools, Arvin, Paramount Academy*

**Child Development Center Program**

• Develop Strategic Plan, both Agency and BC Plan - *2014-2015*
• Establish Agency Professional Development Plan and Timeline - *CDC Managers, Fall 2014*
• Complete Program Review - *Fall 2014*

**Additional Accomplishments:**

• *Co-Chaired Vision and Values campus conversations*
• *Co-Chaired Reorganization Process*
• *Administrative Lead for KCCD CDC Programs and Services*
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